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Talking Points
A weekly section to spur conversation

MORE KIDS ARE REPEATING A GRADE. IS IT GOOD FOR THEM?
By Brooke Schultz & Heather Hollingsworth | The Associated Press

TECH TOOL OFFERS POLICE
'MASS SURVEILLANCE ON A BUDGET'
By Garance Burke & Jason Dearen | The Associated Press

Local law enforcement agencies from suburban Southern California to rural North Carolina have
been using an obscure cellphone tracking tool, at times without search warrants, that gives them
the power to follow people's movements months back in time, according to public records and
internal emails obtained by The Associated Press.
Police have used "Fog Reveal" to search hundreds of billions of records from 250 million
mobile devices, and harnessed the data to create location analyses known among law enforcement
as "patterns of life," according to thousands of pages of records about the company.
Sold by Virginia-based Fog Data Science LLC, Fog Reveal has been used since at least 2018
in criminal investigations ranging from the murder of a nurse in Arkansas to tracing the movements of a potential participant in the Jan. 6 insurrection at the Capitol. The tool is rarely, if ever,
mentioned in court records, something that defense attorneys say makes it harder for them to
properly defend their clients in cases in which the technology was used.
The company was developed by two former high-ranking Department of Homeland Security
officials under former President George W. Bush. It relies on advertising identification numbers,
which Fog officials say are culled from popular cellphone apps such as Waze, Starbucks and hundreds of others that target ads based on a person's movements and interests, according to police
emails. That information is then sold to companies like Fog.
"It's sort of a mass surveillance program on a budget," said Bennett Cyphers, a special adviser at
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a digital privacy rights advocacy group.
The documents and emails were obtained by EFF through Freedom of Information Act
requests. The group shared the files with The AP, which independently found that Fog sold its
software in about 40 contracts to nearly two dozen agencies, according to GovSpend, a company
that keeps tabs on government spending. The records and AP's reporting provide the first public
account of the extensive use of Fog Reveal by local police, according to analysts and legal experts
who scrutinize such technologies.
Federal oversight of companies like Fog is an evolving legal landscape. On Monday, the Federal
Trade Commission sued a data broker called Kochava that, like Fog, provides its clients with
advertising IDs that authorities say can easily be used to find where a mobile device user lives,
which violates rules the commission enforces. And there are bills before Congress now that, if
passed, would regulate the industry.
"Local law enforcement is at the front lines of trafficking and missing persons cases, yet these
departments are often behind in technology adoption," Matthew Broderick, a Fog managing
partner, said in an email. "We fill a gap for underfunded and understaffed departments."
Because of the secrecy surrounding Fog, however, there are scant details about its use and
most law enforcement agencies won't discuss it, raising concerns among privacy advocates that it
violates the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which protects against unreasonable
search and seizure.
What distinguishes Fog Reveal from other cellphone location technologies used by police is

that it follows the devices through their advertising IDs, unique numbers assigned to each device.
These numbers do not contain the name of the phone's user, but can be traced to homes and
workplaces to help police establish pattern-of-life analyses.
"The capability that it had for bringing up just anybody in an area whether they were in public
or at home seemed to me to be a very clear violation of the Fourth Amendment," said Davin Hall,
a former crime data analysis supervisor for the Greensboro, North Carolina, Police Department.
"I just feel angry and betrayed and lied to."
Hall resigned in late 2020 after months of voicing concerns about the department's use of Fog
to police attorneys and the city council.
While Greensboro officials acknowledged Fog's use and initially defended it, the police department said it allowed its subscription to expire earlier this year because it didn't "independently
benefit investigations."
But federal, state and local police agencies around the U.S. continue to use Fog with very little
public accountability. Local police agencies have been enticed by Fog's affordable price: It can
start as low as $7,500 a year. And some departments that license it have shared access with other
nearby law enforcement agencies, the emails show.
Police departments also like how quickly they can access detailed location information from
Fog. Geofence warrants, which tap into GPS and other sources to track a device, are accessed
by obtaining such data from companies, like Google or Apple. This requires police to obtain a
warrant and ask the tech companies for the specific data they want, which can take days or weeks.
Using Fog's data, which the company claims is anonymized, police can geofence an area or
search by a specific device's ad ID numbers, according to a user agreement obtained by AP. But,
Fog maintains that "we have no way of linking signals back to a specific device or owner," according to a sales representative who emailed the California Highway Patrol in 2018, after a lieutenant
asked whether the tool could be legally used.
Despite such privacy assurances, the records show that law enforcement can use Fog's data as
a clue to find identifying information. "There is no (personal information) linked to the (ad ID),"
wrote a Missouri official about Fog in 2019. "But if we are good at what we do, we should be able
to figure out the owner."
Fog's Broderick said in an email that the company does not have access to people's personal
information, and draws from "commercially available data without restrictions to use," from data
brokers "that legitimately purchase data from apps in accordance with their legal agreements."
The company refused to share information about how many police agencies it works with.
"We are confident Law Enforcement has the responsible leadership, constraints, and political
guidance at the municipal, state, and federal level to ensure that any law enforcement tool and
method is appropriately used in accordance with the laws in their respective jurisdictions," Broderick said.
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As Braylon Price remembers it, he struggled
with pretty much everything the first full school
year of the pandemic. With minimal guidance
and frequent disruptions, he had trouble staying on top of assignments and finishing homework on time.
It was so rocky his parents asked for him to
repeat sixth grade — a decision they credit with
getting him on a better track.
"At first I didn't really want to do it," said
Braylon, now 13. "But then later in the year
I thought it would probably be better for me
if I did."
The number of students held back for a
year of school has surged around the country.
Traditionally, experts have said repeating a
grade can hurt kids social lives and academic
futures. But many parents, empowered by new
pandemic-era laws, have asked for do-overs to
help their children recover from the tumult of
remote learning, quarantines and school staff
shortages.
Twenty-two of the 26 states that provided
data for the recent academic year, as well as
Washington, D.C., saw an increase in the number of students who were held back, according
to an Associated Press analysis. Three states —
South Carolina, West Virginia and Delaware
— saw retention more than double.
Pennsylvania, where the Price family lives,
passed a pandemic-era law allowing parents
to elect to have a redo for their kids. The following year, the number of retained students
in the state jumped by about 20,000, to over
45,000 students.
Braylon's mother has no regrets about taking
advantage of the new law.
"Best decision we could have made for him,"
said Kristi Price, who lives in Bellefonte, in

central Pennsylvania.
While the family's two daughters managed
to keep up with school despite limited supervision, Braylon struggled. He went back to
in-person school for the first full academic year
of the pandemic but it was "wishy-washy," his
mother said. Students were quarantined on
and off, and teachers tried to keep up with students learning at home, online and in hybrid
models. That winter, Braylon suffered a spinal
cord injury from wrestling that forced him to
go back to remote learning.
On his repeat of sixth grade, Braylon had an
individualized education program that helped
him build more focus. Having more oneon-one attention from teachers helped too.
Socially, he said the transition was easy, since
most of his friends had been in lower grades or
attended different schools already.
Research in the education world has been
critical of making students repeat grades.
The risk is students who've been retained
have a two-fold increased risk of dropping out,
said Arthur Reynolds, a professor at the University of Minnesota's Human Capital Research
Collaborative, citing studies of students in
Chicago and Baltimore.
"Kids see it as punishment," Reynolds said.
"It reduces their academic motivation, and it
doesn't increase their instructional advancement."
But backers of retention say none of the
research was conducted in a pandemic, when
many children wrestled with Zoom lessons and
some stopped logging in entirely.
"So many children have struggled and have
had a lot of problems," said Florida state Sen.
Lori Berman, a Delray Beach Democrat. Berman authored a law aimed at making it easier

for parents to ask for kindergarten to fifth graders to repeat a grade in the 2021-22 school year.
"I don't think there is any stigma to holding
your child back at this point."
Generally, parents can ask for children to be
held back, but the final decision is up to principals, who make decisions based on factors
including academic progress. California and
New Jersey also passed laws that made it easier
for parents to demand their children repeat a
grade, although the option was only available
last year.
In suburban Kansas City, Celeste Roberts
decided last year for another round of second
grade for her son, who she said was struggling
even before the pandemic. When virtual learning was a bust, he spent the year learning at
a slower pace with his grandmother, a retired
teacher who bought goats to keep things fun.
Roberts said repeating the year helped her
son academically and his friends hardly noticed.
"Even with peers, some of them were like,
'Wait, shouldn't you be in third grade?' And
he's just like, 'Well, I didn't go to school because
of COVID,'" she said. "And they're kind of like,
'OK, cool.' You know, they move on. It's not
a thing. So it's been really great socially. Even
with the parent circles. Everybody's just like,
'Great. Do what your kid needs to do.'"
Ultimately, there shouldn't be just two
options of repeating a grade or going on to the
next, said Alex Lamb, who has been looking at
research on grade retention as part of her work
with the Center for Education, Policy Analysis,
Research and Evaluation at the University of
Connecticut to help advise school districts.
"Neither of those options are good," she said.
"A great option is letting students move on, and
then introducing some of these supports that

are research-backed, that are effective and that
allow for academic and social-emotional growth
of students and then communities."
In Pennsylvania's Fox Chapel Area School
District, two students were retained at the
behest of educators, while eight families decided their students would repeat a grade. Another six discussed the new legislation with the
school and ultimately decided against holding
their students back.
"As a school district, we take retention very
seriously," Superintendent Mary Catherine Reljac said. She said the district involves parents, a
team of educators, school counselors and principals to help decide what is best for each child.
Price says Braylon's retention helped him
obtain an individualized education program,
or IEP. The special ed plan gave him more support as he navigated sixth grade again. When
he thinks about the difference between rounds
one and two of sixth grade, Braylon said he felt
like the extra support was instrumental, noting
he likes having one-on-one aid from teachers
sometimes.
"In online school, you didn't really do that,"
he said. "You did the work and then you just
turned it in."
He doesn't want to be given the answer, he
said, but guided enough that he can figure it
out on his own.
"I think because of the pandemic, we, as parents, were able to see how much he was struggling and we were able to recognize that he was
barely keeping his head above water, and that
he needed more help in order to be successful
on his own," Price said.
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